Remember to include contact details for the
child’s social worker and the worker who will have
responsibility for following up any possible links.
Feature sibling groups together if the plan is for them to
be placed together.
Think about preparing a short DVD of the child (e.g.
around three minutes). If you do not know how to or
do not have any equipment to create one contact us
as we can help you create a short DVD. Adopters who
attended previous events always comment on how
helpful it is to hear or see a child.
Make sure foster carers are available and supported to
attend the day.
Finally, make sure any potential links are followed up
as soon as possible after the event, with information
being shared between the children’s and adopters’
social workers in the first instance.

“

Opened loads of potential
adoptive placements for (the child).
Opportunity for information sharing
with prospective adopters and other
agencies.

”

Exchange Day feedback from an adopter
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What is an Exchange Day?
These days are hosted by Scotland’s Adoption
Register up to four times a year in different locations
across Scotland. It is an opportunity for approved
adopters to hear directly about some of the children
in Scotland who are currently waiting for adoptive
placements. The social workers who know the child/
ren best should attend the event in order to speak
about who the child is. We also ask that foster carers
are supported in attending the day to ensure the
best information possible is available for adopters.
Remember Exchange Days are organised at no costs
to agencies.

What happens on the day?
Local authorities arrive at the venue in the morning
and set up stands with information about the children
they are featuring. Voluntary Adoption Agencies, as
well as any social workers working with adopters,
are invited to arrive in the morning in order to feature
profiles of prospective families. There are valuable
opportunities in the morning for networking between
agencies that can often identify potential links. The
prospective adopters are invited from late morning
onwards and after a short briefing, meet with social
workers and foster carers to find out more about the
children. Some adopters are supported by their family
placement social worker.

“

The venue was
spacious and meeting
rooms were available
for private discussions.
There was a good
number of agencies
profiling children and
adopters. Mixture of
single children and
siblings profiled.

”

Exchange Day feedback from
a social worker for an adopter

What is the purpose of the day?
Ultimately the events are about creating families
for children. They are an opportunity to give a more
complete picture of the child than is possible in a
written profile.
Remember that prospective adopters will likely have
seen the children profiled on the online register. It is
therefore essential that you bring more information to
adopters than what they could have found out on the
child’s online profile. We recommend that you support
foster carers to attend as they are able to share their
experience of caring for the child which will enhance
the experience for prospective adopters getting a
sense of who the child is.
The days also provide prospective adopters with an
opportunity to be more actively involved in their own
family finding and possibly put themselves forward as
a potential family for a specific child or sibling group.

consider how to work with the child so that they can
participate in the family finding process in a way
that is suited to their circumstances and level of
understanding. Children can provide their views on
what they wish for.

How can I register to attend an Exchange
Day?
Forthcoming events will be advertised our website
www.scotlandsadoptionregister.org.uk and on our
Facebook page. Due to the sensitive and confidential
nature of the information on display we operate a strict
registration procedure. Attendees must be registered
to attend beforehand by passing their details to the
Register. Any substitutions must be communicated to
us ahead of the event.

What Information should be presented on
the day?

How should I prepare for the events?

The children should be referred to by their first name.

The Register will provide information for social
workers, foster carers and adopters attending an
Exchange Day and can offer advice on preparing
written profiles. It is important for social workers to

Copies of written profiles with recent photographs
of the children should be available for prospective
adopters to take away for further consideration (see
our tips for profiling leaflet).

